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The objective of this oaper is to provide the Navy
Supply Officer with an understanding of the most important
areas In which he may influence the morale of civil service
personnel and to guide him in handling himself in the?.e
areas to best advant??r:a in tits duties as a supervisor of
such personnel. This Involves a transition from the auth-
oritarian military approach to the democratic approach
required for successful management of civil service
employees.
ie first section of the paper is dfcvoted to atati
the problem and providing the officer with t »ose facta
regarding the terms "morale" and "personnel manage;- ent"
which are considered necessary to brin^ him to tne proper
level of understanding of those terms prior to assuming
a supervisory position.
The second section is concerned witn leadership,
discipline and disciplinary action, and grievances, which
are those areas in which the officer can exert the freat-
est Influence on employee ir.orale. The comparisons are
drawn in these areas of the military aspects versus the
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democratic aspects. Techniques end guides are put fortn
for the officer which arc »OB*i tiered the best for hi a use
in i o^rao- of —fill Btaintenance and ir-proveoent in the
ooratic situation,
e final section analyzes the various morale meas
urersent techniques and indicates advantages and difia;: vant-
ages of these various techniques. mi value involved in
the use of such techniques is sunned up by ttattiag th t
the results of such tecanlquea are valid only if arinlnis*
tared oy competent persons and the degree to which tne
results are used by uianareLient.
This paper clones with a series ox recooa&enuaticns
presented for use of the u&vy supply officer in his
supervision of civil service employees.
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A major Navy supply activity with the compliment
of l+bOO civil service personnel and 200 Naval Officer per-
sonnel has been selected for this study since it is con-
sidered that the morale problems of an activity of this
else may be those that face Supply Officers in all major
Navy supply activities. It is into an activity similar to
this that the Hsvy transfers many of ita supply officers
for their tour of shore duty.
The officers arriving at this activity are placed
in supervisory positions shortly after arrival and given
a perfunctory Indoctrination. The ;<avy Supply Officer
with his training in the technical complexities of supply
and with his long experience In military leadership is
thus Injected with little or no preparation into a civil
service situation with Its democratic aspects. It is
while steering this blind course of supervising without
training that we find problems of morale arising with con-
siderable frequency. These problem* arise in the Officer 1 !
supervision job itself wherein he may experience consider-
able frustration, ^ore important still, morale problems
also arise among thope being supervised as a result of
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the Officer 1 * deficient supervision Job,
It is through this lack of understanding of demo-
cratic administrative processes and its resultant frustra-
tion that the statement strongly indicative of his atti-
tude is often heard, for example: "I'm just coasting
until I get transferred." The other extreme is portrayed
by the civil service employee who was overheard to say,
"I wonder what we'll have to put up witr* this time" upon
the arrival of a new supply officer in his division. It
is with the hope of bringing these two attitude extremes
sther In order that the Supply Officer may have a feel-
ing of accomplishment and the civil service employee may
feel the results of proper supervision and its positive
morale effects that this paper has been prepared.
Purpose of the study
The purpose of this study is to analyse those
phases of proper democratic supervision considered neces-
sary to provide a transitional implement for the #avy
Supply Officer concerned with the administration of the
Civil .Service I loyee. As a result, the Officer should
be enabled to approach the problem of civil service super-
vision with a clear cut understanding of the major prob-
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can make his tour of shore duty an unpleasant experience
both for himself and for thote whom he supervises.
In order to provide the proper background for this
paper the introductory chapter sets the scene by describing
the situation and its peculiarities, in the second chapter
the various definitions of personnel management are brief-
ly discus.- ed to provide an insight for the officer as to
the meaning and requirement Tor good personnel management.
From this point, chapter three establishes an understand-
ing of the term "MOKAL&" and its Implications. The fore-
going chapters are designed to bring the #avy Supply Officer
up to a level of understanding necessary to comprehend the
importance of morale in personnel management insofar as
the civilian or democratic situation la concerned.
While it is fully realized that anything isay be a
factor in morale, the remaining chapters are devoted to
tho^e areas with which most officers are directly con-
cerned and in which the majority of morale effecting forces
are active and must be reckoned with. These chapters are
as followt
:
Chapter IV - Leadership and morale
Chapter V - Grievances and Morale
Chapter VI - Llsclpline and Disciplinary
Action
.apter VII - Morale Measurement Techniques
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Naval Officers' .".uthorlty Over civil : orvice Personnel
; efore proceeding with this study it is necessary
for the naval officer to understand wherein his authority
over civil service personnel lies. A look into this area
reveals an organization tailored in such a manner as to
approach a dual chain of command within the organisation.
By this is meant that paralleling the Havy's military or-
ganization ashore is its vast civilian organization. At
the levels of the ^ecret&ry of the Navy, the Secretary of
Lefense, and the President, the «avy is controlled by
civilians, hut throughout the lower echelons of the shore
establishment, naval activities are controlled by commis-
sioned officers. In a sense, an officer of the lowest
rank has authority over the hlgfc it rated civilian.
Id another sense, however, naval shore activities
are operated by civilians, since the civilians at any
given activity remain in the activity while the officers
cone and go. Vhile the officer carries authority by virtue
of his commission, he must use his authority wisely in
view of his temporary control over a continuing organization.
The problem of authority over civilians is further
plicated for naval officers by the i lfferences in mili-
tary and civilian command. At ^ea, compliance with an
order can be expected to come automatically. Asnore, in
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dealing with civilians, the s? tuati'.-n is bound to ;-e aiifer-
ent. Unions, civil service reprulati >ns, political pressures,
and differences in military and civilian outlook require an
interpretation of authority somewhat different from that
w Ich exists at sea or in a purely military organization.
The authority of officers throughout the Naval estab-
lishment is defined in several important articles of liavy
Regulations. Article 1321, "Authority of an Officer in
-ommand," states that "An officer, either of the line or a
staff corps, detailed to command by competent authority,
has authority over all officers or other persons attached
to the command." Several articles provide that the officer
in command may, «ithin clearly defined limits, delegate
some of his authority to subordinates under his jurisdiction.
Article lj517# "Authority over subordinates," is an inclu-
sive statement of the authority of naval officers. It
states:
All officers of the ftaval service, of what-
ever designation or corps, shall have all
the necessary authority for the performance
of their duties and shall be obeyed by all
persons of whatever designation or corps,
who are, in accordance with these regula-
tions and orders from competent authority,
subordinate to them.
However, the authority of naval officers is subject
to certain checks in the employment and adminlstx*atlon of
civilian personnel, as Article O765 of Uavy regulations




points out. I hi o article states:
commanding officers and other persona in
the tfaval establishment concerned in the
employment &au administration of civilian
personnel shall be governed by:
1, Applicable provision? of law.
. Applicable provisions of proclamations
of the president.
5. Applicable rules and regulations issued
by the Civil Service Commission and
other authori2.ee agencies of the govern-
ment •
it.. Le tailed instructions issued by or under
the directions of the Secretary of the
navy.
The implications of the above quoted article achieve
formidable proportion in the two volumes of the Navy Civil-
ian Personnel Instructions. The .MCPI details procedures
for hiring, firing, rating, transferring, paying* disciplin-
ing, training, and otherwise administering i<avy civilians.
Although the instructions limit the scope within which a
naval officer can act, their detailed procedures are a
source of help to officers in many administrative situations.
Limitations
lie there are many factors which may effect employee
morale in any situation, this study is restricted to those
areas, wrich, throu|a the experience of the writer end the
various authorities in the field of public personnel admin-
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effect on the morale of the civil service employee.
The reference material used In tnis paper has been
limited to tnose sources available at the Ohio itate Uni-
versity and in tne industrial relations department of the
U. •• da val Air Station, Port Columbus, Ohio.
Morale, the elusive factor that It is, may from time
to time be effected by unusual forces and factors but in
order to keep this paper within bounds and prevent con-
fusion, the limitations provide a basis for understanding
the problem without becoming involved in voluminous detail.
It is also recognized that morale may include many
factors that are beyond the ability of the leader to con-
trol cut this paper is limited to thos-e factors that are
within the ability of the leaders to control.
all





fore becoming submerged in the problem of morale
in personnel management. It is most appropriate to define
the term and put forth tne objectives of personnel man-
agement. The purpose of this chapter as previously stated
is to bring the navy supply officer to the level of under-
standing necessary in order to cope with the problem pre-
sented.
Definition
There can be found among those writers on the subject
of personnel management (or personnel administration as it
is sometimes called) as many definitions as there are de-
flators. Therefore, in order to rain an insight into the
thinking of these writers, it Is considered worthwhile to
quote several of these definitions at this time,
Yoder uses as his definition the followi?
Personnel i/anagement is that phase of
management which deals with the efficient
control of manpower, as distinguished from
those phases which are concerned with all
other sources of power.
1
Dale Yoder, Personnel ana Labor relations (New
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9An Industrialist, Thomas 0. Spates, has givan as his
definition:
>und personnel administration means so
organizing and treating people at work that
they will* utilize their maximum capacities,
thereby attaining maximum personal and group
satisfaction lad rendering their maximum
service to the enterprise of which they are
a part. 2
An experienced personnel executive, Lawrence A.
Appley, President of the American Management Association,
has a simple definition, "Personnel Administration is that
activity of management which deals with human resources."*
The department of the Navy has published as a defini-
tion, "Personnel administration may be defined as the science
of getting thi £8 done through the planning, supervision,
direction and coordination of h'^m&n activity."^
Tead and Metcalf have defined personnel adreini stra-
ti on as follows?
Personnel administration is the planning*
supervision, direction and coordination of
tnose activities of an organization which
contribute to realizing tha defined purposea
2
Thomas G. Spates, "An Objective Scrutiny of Person-
nel Administration," Personnel Series K umber 75 (New \*or :
American Management Association), l%lf» P« 9»
3 Lawrence A. Applwy, "The Significance of Personnel
Administration in the Modern Corporation," reraonnel Merles
Number 111 (New York: American Management Association.1
,
k
Personnel Administration ( Washington: Lureau of
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of that organization wltn a minimum of
human effort and friction, with an animat-
ing spirit of cooperation, and with proper
regard for the genuine well-being of all
member* of the organization^
From the foregoing it can readily be aeen that while
each of the authorities quoted has emphasized various differ-
ent facete of the term, they are all quite close in their
thinking. Jucius summarises the term In a rsoet complete
fashion and in a manner that iacilltates its understanding
by the following:
Personnel Management is the field of Man-
agement which t
1. Has to do with planning, organizing,
and controlling the performance of
various activities concerned with
processing, developing, maintaining,
and utilizing a labor force such that
2. The objectives and purposes
a. : or which the company Is established
are attained as effectively an
economically as possible, and
b. Of labor itself are served to the
highest degree,"
This definition can readily be adopted to Navy civil
service use by elimination of the word "company" and substi-
tuting "tiaval Activity."
' lead and i^etcalf. Personnel Administration (New
York: ^cGraw-ciill 2.00k Com any. Inc. ), 1953# p, 2.
6 Michael J. Jucius, Personnel Management (Chica-o:
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Objectives
What are the objectives of personnel management pro-
cedures? They have bven hinted at by all of the definitions
quoted la the foregoing paragraphs but tney have been well
stated by one authority in the following:
..ie objectives of Personnel Manage: ent,
personnel vtion, or industrial
relations in an organisation is to attain
maximum incividual development, desirable
working relationships between employers and
employees, and employees to employees* and
effective molding of human resources as
contrasted wit ^.yslcal resources.
7
In a discussion of the principles of personnel man-
agement, 4ooney and *<eiley have pinpointed these object-
ives even finer by the following:
ese principles all have the definite
objective of man building* Any system of
personnel management that swerves from tnis
aim and purpose is likely to prouuee re-
sults that will be negative and disappoint-
ing. 8
•offi the above discussion it may readily be conclud-
ed that Hm objectives of personnel management procedures
are concerned v ith the maximum utilization of the human
resources of the organisation in the accomplishment of the
objectives of the activity. It is in this field of human
7
.alter L, . cott, Robert C. Clothier, and William
fi. Sprlegel, Personnel Management (New lork; 11
Book Company, Inc.), 19l*tj, p. P3.
Jame.' . .ooney and Alan C. iieiley, Onward Indus-













engineering that the greatest advancement may be made by
any supervisor, civilian or naval, I h the application
of morale building techniques and a thorough understanding
of those factors which have the greatest effect on employee
morale
•
owever, it must be clearly understood that, in tho
Navy Supply activity, the respc nsibllity for the performance
of the | mel function does not rest entirely with the
Industrial relations Department, is is a concept erron-
eously held by many supervisors, bot ml Officers and
civilians. The Industrial delations department is a staff
organization whose function is to recommend, interpret, ad-
vise, and counsel the opera tine departments in the perform-
ance of the personnel management procedures. The concept
involved here has been well stated in the following:
It has been repeatedly ai firmed that, no
matter how capable the members of the person-
nel staff may be, no matter how excellent the
plan on which the activities are based, the
personnel program cannot be successful unless
the line organization It "doing a ,;'/>od per-
sonnel job at the work bench." Therein lies
the major clue to the proper relationship
between the line and staff organizations in
the matter of personnel policy and practice.
9
i!ence, it Is the individual supervisors and execu-
tives, civilians and naval officers, who will be responsible
for the success of the personnel program. This must be
_
i« To Latabliah and Maintain a Personnel Depart-
ment," Research report dumber k {#ew York: American Manage-







born© In mind by every Navy Supply Officer who is charged
with the administration of civil service personnel. J er-
sonnel management is basically, as Appley emphasised, "A
management activity and a management responsibility."10
In conclusion then, personnel management procedures
in a Navy Continental fhore supply activity are concerned
with the performance of those activities necessary to attain
the maximum utilisation of the human resources, the labor
force, in order to accomplish the objectives of the activity
and of the employees. As we shall see in the next chapter,
morale is the major facilitating factor in accomplishing
the objectives of the Navy. In the 1*8 val establishment the
accomplishment of these ultimate objectives is of tremendous
importance in that it results in an effective fighting fleet
for the preservation and defense of the united ' tates.
Summary
In this chapter a definition considered appropriate
for use in thia problem has been selected. But, more import-
ant, every effort has been put forth to outline the object-
ives of personnel management since the objectives provide
the basis for a s tartin- point of thought and action in the
conduct of a program for good personnel management.
T5












The objectives of personnel management are concerned
with trie maximum utilisation of the human resources of the
organization in the accomplishment of objectives of the
activity* it is in this area that the l.'avy Supply Officer
must operate and It is an area that is identical to the
military as well as the democratic organization, uowever,
as this paper continues, it will be noted that the techniques
for achieving the objective are quite different from the
military situation.
The reap nsibility for the personnel function rests
directly on the naval officer in his role as the supervisor
and the delegation of this responsibility results in abdica-
tion. Thus, personnel management is fundamentally a man-
agement responsibility and each officer must keep this con-
tinually in mind for the successful performance of his
supervisory job.
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The importance of morale in the military organiza-
tion has long been recognized by our military leaders,
however, morale in the civilian situation is relatively a
naw concept and the growing recognition of the problems of
morale and motivation in industry reflects a changing point
of view toward the management of men. The older concept-
ion of industrial efficiency and administration either left
human beings out oV the picture completely or substituted
for the complex personality a simplified mechanical model
of r.tn. Thus, most industrial companies and other group
organizations as well had as their goal the efficiency of
operation of the total structure as if it were nothing but
a huge machine, f cant attention was given to the fact
that group organizations were made up of human beings.
Job specifications called for different specialized per-
formances by the various human beings making up the organi-
zation. The aaaumption waa that any individual's behaviour
could be fitted into the picture witnout regard to the
fact that he was an integrated human being. On the other
1
Katz, Motivation in Inous try , p. 1.
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hand, in the day to day functioning of or atlons there
was the problem of dc-alin- with anr; motivating entire human
beings rather than the re f trie tad segment of the individual
re-uired by the Job specif i cation and the orpaninational
pattern. The failure of modern industry to transform the
human personality into a robot meant that the human problem
became aggravated with advances in scientific engineering.
Confronted with problems of human adjustment and numan
motivation in spite of the paper excellence of organisational
charts, management had to concern itself with the nuracn
2
equstion. Thus, there can L« distinguished three periods
in the approach to this problem although the*e periods tend
to overlap considerably.*
The first period was trie era of fear and punishment,
.kers could be docked severely if they punched in a minute
late. They could be fined or fired without discretion for
work not meeting the requirements of the foreman. The
philosophy was military and authoritarian in tone in which
the individual toed the line or faced the prospect of look-
ing for another job.
The second period is evidenced by the or animation
of labor, the tightening of the labor market, and the
spread of democratic ideas which led to a change in this
5
Lans burgh. Industrial aanalament, p. 61,




















fear psychology, brr.ployees coule no longer be motivated
by an authoritarian boea. This gave rise to the spirit
of benevolent paternalism which may l*ed to renulne satla-
factions on the part of e^ployeea but they are in a large
part corpensatory and do not really replace the frustration
and deprivation In the job itself*
The third period sets the current stage - one of
confusion in which we have persistence of many of the old
practices and points of view. However, a new point of view
Is beginning to emerge which makes no assumptions about the
character of existing organisational structure. It attempts
to look at the organization not in terms of formal organi-
zational charts and paper procedures but in terms of the
realities of their day-to-day functioning. It, moreover,
utilises a broader perspective in looking at segmentallsed
human activities and at the relationship between people in
the organisation.^*
Thus, we find the beginnings of psychological analysis
of human behaviour in industry end the prowl nr erphaels on
employee morale in industry by many corporations and by
the authorities on the subject of personnel administration.
By studying the personnel procedures reflected In Ciyil
Service ferula tlons we find a parallel situation with
these regulations lagging the industrial situation but
5
Katz » Motivation in Industry, p. 3.
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nevertheless following along with these changing concepts
In the importance of morale.
Good executives have coaie to realize that the most
important part of an organization is the people in It —
now they work together, how they are led and how they lead
are far more important than all the mechanical efficiencies
l
Imaginable . From many sides in numerous ways, we are con-
stantly being reminded of the overwhelming importance of
human relations. All forms of news agencies carry reports
on conditions in such relations; governmental officials
and politicians make them matters of prime concern; and
business and union leaders agree that they constitute a
field of first magnitude,"
More than ever before, successful business today de-
pends on high employee morale and the right kind of leader-
ship among executives as an aid to creating that morale.
Sustained, willing and cooperative effort cannot be pur-
chased with a pay envelope. It is something freely given
by the employee because he is anxious to give it, Good
management recognizes that there is no price tag for this
kind of effort, realizes that it can be secured only by
developing among employees the right kind of attitudes
5J kosher, Kingsley, k iiall. Public Personnel Admin-
lstration, p. 2'6^»
I
Juclus, Personnel Manage ent , p. 1,
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Morale la an elusive subject of which there are aa
many definitions as there are definers, for It means differ-
ent things to different people. Psychologists say that
morale relates to the individual, while the social sciences
would probably see it as a social phenomenon. The applied
anthropologists have a ; roached it in terms of social
equilibrium and dis -equilibrium, follyannas might view
morale in terms of happiness and optimism, while social
reformers b^% it as associated with the standard of living
and poverty, Freudians would probably in some way associate
it with emotional stability while the religiously I nelined
would probably interpret morale in terms of one's spiritual
8faith and fulfillment, nowever, listed below, are defin-
itions in order to illustrate the concept of morale as in-
terpreted by various authorities on the suuject:
a. High morale Is a combination of complex
factors that make people do what the
organization expects thera to do.°




Pfiffner, Supervision of Personnel
, p. «?08.
9 Watson (ed.) Civilian Morales Second Yearbook of
the ^oclety for the Psychological :• tudy of Toclal Issues ,
pp. 5J&-3UO."
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b. Morale Is the capacity of a ,;roup to
pull together persistently and con-
sistently In pursuit of a comrcon
purpose .3-0
c. Morale is an ettitude of mind.
d. Good morale is a mental condition
which leads individuals and s will-
ingly to subordinate their personal ob-
jectives, temporarily and within reason
to further the successful achievement -_
of the objectives of the organisation.
e. Morale may be defined as the mental
state of the individual or (.-roup, with
respect to such factors as zeal, spirit,
hope, confidence, etc.^3
Thus, we see the effort of a few to nail the definition
down with not too much success because of the wide range
in the degree to which morale may be evolved and the
multitudinous complex factors that effect morale. There-
fore, in order to be on safe ground and not be restrictive
In a definition, it Is considered best not to go further
than to define morale as "the mental condition of individ-
uals or organisations."^*
ns
Leighton. Applied Science of Human relations.
Personnel Admin I s tr n 1 1 on , July 19^7* P» k-»
11
Juclus, Personnel Management, p. 30^.
12
^av* s » industrial Organization and Management.
p. 101.
13
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jon searching into the factors In morale we find
precisely the same situation existing as we do with the
definition of morale. There are many wo have attempted
to isolate there factors and it is of interest to list
some of these results.
During Vvorld War II there were a large number of
morale studies made by the Armed Services, These studies
indicate that morale factors generally effective in the
Armed Services ware:
a. Satisfaction with the Job
b. Belief in the mission
c. A realistic appraisal of the Job ahead
d. Confidence in the training and equipment
e. Pride in one*s unit or organisation
f. relief that one^ individual welfare
was a matter of concern
However, the principal factor in the maintenance of morale
and a high degree of motivation in the Davy's schools dur-
ing the war was the anticipation that there would be an
immediate need for trainees to apply their newly learned
skills and techniques and in situations where the conse-
quences of failure would be extremely grave.
53
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The lupervisor'a tfanagensent Quid* lists trie follow-
16
ing as xaorale factors:
a. Friendly, skillful and adequate intro-
duction to the JoC.
b. taplojww made to know hie efforts are
appreciated.
c. he spec t of the •Kploytt's feelings.
d. Treat eE.plo>ee fairly and impartially.
e. Correct with fairness and considerati .
f. Create feeling of pride and worthwhile-
ness in his work and his Company.
g. : is work should be a satisfying social
experience.
re is a report based on notes taken in l6j corr.pan*
iea frosa one end of the country to the other 1 it ting what
every worker wants and reflecting another angle on the
factors of isorale: 1 '
a. A sense of participation.
b. A knowledge of what is going on in
the company.
c. An acquaintance with other workers
in the orgsniEation.
d. At least an Introduction to the top
brass, including the boss.
e. Some idea of what he can expect in
the future.
16
• Joseph Looher, (ed.) f uxervlsor 'a Management
Guide , American Management Association, d. 56.
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f. Liec5pllne that is administered tactfully
and reasonably, with an explanation for
•vary rule.
g. To know who la boas.
An Interesting study on the factors effecting em-
ployee morale conducted by the National Industrial Confer-
18
ence doard deserves mention at this point. This study
was brought about because of the morale factors presented
by many authorities and the desire of the 1 oard to estab-
lish a fixed set of factors through a comprehensive survey.
Li study was conducted in three steps, the first step
involved a survey of executives to find out what factors
they believed important to their employees. In the second
phase* labor leaders were similarly asked to select the
factors which they believed had the greatest effect on
employee's attitudes toward their jobs and company. A
list of seventy-one factors was carefully prepared for the
purpose and was submitted to the two groups. Both execu-
tive and labor leader i-roupe were asked not only to indi-
cate the relative importance of the various lectors but
also to select the first five factors in order of their
importance, iinally, the third phase of the study was
instituted to conduct identical surveys among employees
of companies that indicated a willingness to cooperate*
IB
Rational Industrial Conference Foard, Inc.
studies in Personnel iollcy. Bo. d$. factors bffectimr
Employee Morale, pp. 3-li3.
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j-t is Interesting to note that the factor of "job
security" wee ehoeen by the largest number of cooperating
employees as the foremost factor effecting their attitude
toward work and company. Lxecutives ane labor leaders who
asserted that compensation was the most important item to
employees were surprised at the relatively small number of
employees who assigned a top ranking to baee pay.
It is also interesting to note that there waa no
close correlation between those factors that employees
considered important versus factors considered important
by management. There were many differences in importance
of factors between factory workers versus office workers,
men versus women workers, length of service of employees,
type of work, etc.
The results of the foregoing studies substantiate
a principle of morale factors which may be stated as fol-
lows: The factors in morale depend upon the leader, the
led and the situation. This is more commonly known at
the law of the situation and it can include a great many
factors that are beyond the ability of the leader to con-
trol.
fe-o t s of ftforale
It is important that the effects of good morale
be known since without such knowledge there Is no course
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to properly evaluate trie morale situation In any organiza-
tlon It is necessary to establish £oals to be attained,
rroK the attitude survey it is possible . ad out where
the organ! zation (stands in morale and with tne effects of
good morale available a program of action becomes clearly
outlined since the goals to be strived for are put forth.
The relative morale status of an organization can be quick-
ly evaluated by measuring the morale situation against the
goals attainable and, by such procedure a trained student
of morale should, be able to grasp at once those areas in
which his organization is deficient. These effects have
been comprehensively listed as follows j*9
1, Willing cooperation
2. Loyalty to organization and its
leadership
5. Good discipline
1|. Strong organizational stamina
5. Organizational initiative
6. High degree of Job and organization
interest
7« fr*ide in organization
rrom the foregoing, it becomes apparent that the
productive efficiency of the organization varies directly
with the degree to which these effects are present,
53
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In the Introductory section of this chapter the
gradual recognition of the Importance of morale has been
put forth. As one author concisely puts it, srood morale
is the most valuable aseet of any large scale organization.
It makes for a kinship binding men together, keepinr them
in step, as they move toward a common worthwhile goal. It
20breeds enthusiasm, good will, and cooperatl veness.
A definition of morale nas been arrived at in that
It is a "state of mind.* This covers M sood, H "bad,"
"high," or "low" morale which are qualities of the term
and which have had a major influence on many dcfiners of
the term.
The factors In morale were found to be anything
that affected the state of mind and these factors depend
on the situation. The resultant effects of good morale
were listed for the prime purpose of providing a rough
assuring deflce for the leader and as goals to be striven
for in any organization.
23
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Leadership 1b the art of influencing human behaviour,
it may be defined as "the art of imposing one's will upon
others in such a manner as to command their obedience, their
confidence, their r. spect, and their loyal cooperation."*
Put in everyday words, it is the ability to handle raen.
The attributes of a ood leader are the saae tnroufhout the
world, regardless of his nationality or the type of organ-
isation in which he serves. The outsta leader so
Infuses his followers with the desire to be led that they
will do everyt in; possible to comply with his wishes and
support the policies of the organisation whether the leader
be present or not.
Importance of leadership as a morale factor
As a result of readings available on leadership
and its relation to a personnel administration program, we
find the importance of leadership as a xorele factor ade-
quately summed up in the principle of leadership which
1
jjaval Leadership , U.S. Jsval Institute, p. Ib7.
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states that "Intelligent and dynamic leadership le the
most important single factor In any personnel situation."
rther substantiation of this is made by R. C. Lavis who
states that " ;ood morale is necessary for successful execu-
tive leadership and is a measure of it w
*
and by Beishline
w 10 states that the entire responsibility for norale rests
with the leadership of the organization.
Thus, while there Is a difference between military
leadership and democratic leadersnip as we shall see later
in this chapter, there is a mutual agreement that the most
important factor in the attainment and maintainment of high
morale is the quality of leadership exercised by the lead-
er."^ Inasmuch as leadership is an essential function of
command, the effective leader engenders through is skill-
ful leadership a feign level of morale. VHien in a tight
place, for example, his courage, confidence, ana cheerful-
ness prevent panic and sustain morale. The effective leader
knows his men. He -uards their health and enerol welfare.
3
J. v . Mee, (ed.) Personnel Handbook
, p. 96.
5
R. C. La vis, r'undamentaIs of iop Management ,
P- 552.
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He leads them well and by so Awing i uilds solidarity and
confidence. B« listens to complaints and eliminates
wherever possible auses of discord Sttd antagonisms.
discusses correon problems wit his men end thereby in-
directly shows them that they belong together in his unit.
He never forgets that he is an example for his men to fol-
low. He knows that the leader who takes care of his men
will be respected and will be taken care of by them. Ex-
pert leadership and high morale are inseparable.
iltary leadership versus demo era tic Icaderanlp
nee from the foreroln*-: there is an apparent
agreement as to the importance of leadership as a morale
factor, it is appropriate that a short analysis of the
difference between military leadership and democratic
leadership be presented at this point.
In a democratic social order, the ideal provides
that everyone is given equal opportunity to participate
in tne leadership to the maximum of his ebility to con-
tribute. This is reiterated by >aier who states that
democratic leadership is atteine by learning to share
one's responsibility wltn the proup. 6 Although a leader
should be free to devise nis own methods, tne lesder in
t
****r » ^nd ub trial i sycholo^y. p. ^5.
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« democratic •< 1b restrained by limitations * he
cannot always surmount. To quite an extent, the means of
attaining a poal in I cr tic society may become more
important than the foal itself. In other words, at times
the leader in a democratic society may be required to
<ose between the maintenance cf §y cic ideals anc. the
accomplishment of a mission.
In a military society the tiaiiWilst of the goal
is the primary concern and its realisation frequently
justiTies ultimate meant of attainment, in times of emer-
gency, military leadership cannot concern itself with the
individual mentor's desire for iself-expreeEion. It must
direct every effort toward its major objective; namely,
tne protection of the institution that supports it, against
7
the ravages of the enemy.'
Leadership techniques for maintenance and improvement of
morale
ofore this subject is pursued it ia well for one
to understand that the Metamorphosis from authoritarian or
military management to democratic management depends al-
most exclusively upon the skill with. which the Officer
transforms himself into the leader. All the pressures of
convention and all the lines of least resistance a;ova him
7
ft
aval leadership , . . .naval Institute, p. 1^7.
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toward the continued use of formal authority, neverthe-
less, he must want to be the leader rather than the com-
mender.
The techniques whic ; follow appear to have been well
tested in the fires of application and their #rei| value
lies in the fact that they strike at the basic causes of
static morale. ithout them, other devices are restricted
to marginal influence upon morale improvement.
The first area is the long range task through which
the itevy supply officer xaust continually place before the
civil service employee the ends and purposes of society
in their direct relationships to the objectives of the
group he leads. M^oney and fteiley have clearly indicated
the importance of this by statin that good morale is not
in itself an objective; it is the by-product of a reater
objective, namely, tie Integration of every member of the
anization wit the common purpose. 9 h. c. Levis, has
termed this the principle of Integration of inters, ts,
or the process that develops and maintains identities and
interdependences between the service objective of the
U. §• *iavy Supply System and the personal objectives of
the civil service employee. unfortunately, many employe
B
.
Hrz, (ed.) element* of t ubl i c Administration ,
p. li,cib.
9
aiooney & ftelley, Onaard Industry
. pp» 527-528.
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arc helped to see little way teyond tneir own desks.
Their activity becomes a dull routine; their self esteem
is smothered by hard layers of hierarchy and they perform
without purpose. Thus is lost a freat and ever present
morale potential. It is apparent, then, that the Navy
Officer must continually make workers aware of the fact
that each is a member of an indispensable team by which
the wavy attains its objectives and that by being a member
of an effective team he furthers his personal aims as well
as tnose of the Navy.
The second area is one in which the military leader
may have considerable difficulty. This calls for a program
of employee participation in work improvement, uowever,
there are many studies in this area which indicate the
importance of this aspect in influencing employee morale.
Kat* In reporting some of hie findings In studies of this
area at the University of Michigan says that supervisors
of high production srroups are more employee-centered than
those of low production groups. They encourare employee
participation in makinp decisions and make employees feel
they are partners in the undertaking. Hampton too, finda
12that successful leaders? rely hesvily on teamwork. This
I aniel Kata. "Employee Groups jwhat motivates them
and now they Perform, Advanced £&nafzer> ent. Vol. XIV, It), 3,
iept. 191+9* P. 120.
12 Peter J. Hampton, "Analyzing l-xecutives for lead-
ership and Other dualities," <4ana^ement i;lr.est , Prudential
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has been summed up by the statement that the good leader
la fully aware of the Importance of cooperative effort in
getting thin^a done, and, therefore, understands and
practices very effectively the so-called social skills. y
Two important elements for the success of this progrnm of
employee participation cannot be emphasized too strongly
or too often. They are characteristic of the new chall-
enge which is facing management today. The first is that
the military leader must condition himself to believe in
the right and ability of the civil service employee to
share in the task of thinking and planting. This belief
must be demonstrated at every level of co and. The second
is that the acceptance of workers into trie thinking partner-
hip must never be artificial or dramatic. Their contri-
bution of thinking should never be invited on a subject
where it will be Ignored. The fanfare which sometimes
surrounds a suggestion system or similar device should
be avoided. The use of a suggestion system, formal com-
mittees for consultation, frroup meetings, or any other
mechaniara, ahould be the development ana facilities of a
relationship previously created. To be consistent, the
adoption of any of these pieces of machinery should in it-
13
Stuart Chase, "&hat Management £hou3d;\now About
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self be a fiurject for employee thinking t» advice,
Ib principle of participate n creates a feeling of
worthwhileneee eo important in a t~ood morale situation
and ia of great importance In the Navy supply activity
wherein the civil service personnel are the continuing
link while the officer supervisor stays at the activity
for a 2I4 month period only.
The third area in which the leader may play a major
role In supervising civil service personnel and building a
high morale situation, is in recognising thesw employees
as "individuals". The day has come when employees are no
longer to be nerded into getting a task accomplished. One
of the conclusions of the research men at the hawthorne
works of the »>eatern Llectrie Company was that morale was
higher and production increased when workers found that
someone was interested in them as persons. ^ Katx further
confirms this in his studies on production, supervision
and employee morale wherein he notes that people respond
more adequately when they are treated as personalities
rather than as cogs in a machine. In short, if the ego
motivations of self-determinations o£ self-expression, of
15
. ron, ^hy Men ivork
, pp. 193-19U*
Roethlisberger I Lick son, ..onagment and the
Worker
, pp. 593-oOlj..





















a aenft of personal worth can be tapped, the Individual
can be more effectively energized, The most effective pro-
cedure here la the use of thoe leather instead of the seat
of t\e pants so that the officer will get to know all of
tnose civil service employees he supervises and exert his
efforts to create a sense of belonging in the employee
w ich is so essential in a high morale situation. Pipors
and alyers have stated that if people are skillfully handled
as both individuals and as group members, they will respond
by giving their best work to the organization of which they
are a part. ' ihis is another way of saying that democracy
la stronger and more effective than authoritarianism in
this situation and that in business as well ae civil ser-
vice, where* men and women are free, they will be happier
and work more effectively than if they are regimented.
There are two final areas which deserve mention
as aspects in which tne leader may be involved and if prop-
erly approached may bear the fruit of good morale. One of
these has to do with the recognition of the informal organ-
ization which exists In every ;;roup. The informal organiza-
tion may be briefly described as those cliques vv tend
to form in any formal organization. While these hierarch-
ies are informal, they are nonetheless well fixed in the
IT
ore and flyers, Personnel Administration, p. 7.
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minds of the employees. They develop spontaneously and
they certainly cannot be stamped out. It is felt by some
that the pressures of the informal social system are much
more important than the logical factors of individual moti-
vation. In other words, these informal systems may be more
important than the formal in achieving more effective and
j
satisfying labor management relations. Too little is
yet known as to the force and effects of such groups in
the work of the organisation, j owever, in developing the
rrorale of the rroup he leads, the officer must recognize
and use these informal group leaders for such puposes as
developing recreational programs, communication, making
surveys of employee attitudes, etc. Most Important of all
this structure can be effectively useu to feel the pulse
of employee reactions and this is so necessary as a part
of the eternal vigilance required in the maintenance of
ood morale. '
The final area has to do with the officer's deal-
ings with the unions. The two unions he will be concerned
with are the National Federation of federal hmployees and
the American federation of Government employees. *hil«
the word "union" connotes in many officers' minds an un-
is










deairable force which can be exerted by the employees
against management, the fact remains thst unions are
apparently here to stay. They must be dealt with end re-
spected as the representatives of the employee, fbf offi-
cer will have much opportunity to know t c steward of the
union active in his area and must do as much as possible
to encourage mutual respect between the representative
employee group and management. The poal to be strived for
Is a coordinated effort by both sides which can do much
In Influencing the morale of the employee. A tug-of-war
with both sides at odda is not conducive to a food morale
situation. The leadership of a union local is an example
of non-hlerarcfcal power par excellence. It may be a night-
mare to the exponents of the official hierarchy. When
met with pood will and understanding, however, the union
can be a aource of real support. To fight a running battle
with the union entails grave risks to morale. It also
may set off sparks on the legislative side, tad embarrass
the Commanding Officer as well. These considerations
invite an attitude of give-and-take, even though negotiat-
ing the basic terms of such gilt am take may be tough
business.2°
20
II. Marx, iilemante of Public Administration,
P. 213.
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It will be noted from this chapter th**t leadership
la the most important single factor influencing employee
morale. A look into the aspects of democratic leadership
versus military leadership reveals that the prime aspect
of democratic leadership is group participation In attain-
in- the objective while military leadership is authoritar-
ian and the objective 3s primary with no opportunity Tor
self expression.
A review of those leadership techniques for main-
tenance and Improvement of morale covers first the prin-
ciple of integration of interests whereby Identities and
interdependencies between the service objective and per-
sonal objectives are maintained. The next area calls
for employee participation in work improvement and involves
the greatest single characteristic of democratic leader-
ship. The ne;t area calls for the U'avy fupply Officer to
recognize and treat his civil service subordinates as
"individuals". This is conducive to high morale in present
day society.
The two final areas through which leadership can
exert great influence on employee morale are the informal
roup organisation and the union, loo little is yet






on the work organization. however it is recomc?ended that
orte b« made to identify these informal leaders
and make subtle use of their services to improve group
morale. Fhi union la of growing importance and, while
the unions of government employees have no ri t ht of collect"
ive bargaining, they are a growing force in present he
demands of the civil service employee. The navy officer
can favorably effect the morale of his group by striving
for cooperative effort in improving all working conditions
where necessary to maintain good morale.
1- !!• Icfa'XOvtf
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GRIEVANCES AND MORALE
Definition of the term "grievance "
A grievance la a complaint that has been Ignored,
overridden, or in the employee's opinion otherwise dis-
1
missed without due consideration. From the aggrieved
worker's point of view, therefore, a rr levanee always
carries a sense of injustice dt alt him by management or
sometimes by union officials; it is a arong that has been
done him. Thus, we see a grievance definea in terms of
resultant effects in that after a complaint has been for-
mally or informally brought to the attention of the proper
management representative and no action has been taken or
satisfactory explanation given, it becomes a grievance
against management.
In his definition of a grievance* Jucius considers
that the safest course to pursue is to give the broadest
possible scope to the term "grievance". It means any
discontent or dissatisfaction, whether expressed or not
and whether valid or not, arising out of anything connect-
ed with the company that an employee, thinks, believes, or
even "feels", is unfair, unjust, or inequitable, ihis
rigors k Myers, Personnel dmlnlstratlon
, p. 107.
2 M. J. Jucius, Personnel management
, p. J*5^»
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definition covers a lot of ground but serves to reduce the
possibility of overlooking any grievance.
Importance of good grievance procedure as a coral
e
factor
Whether well or 111 founded, grievances undermine
rcorale.* Let a jntn harbor the idea that he la being abused
on any ground whatsoever, and his attention to and interest
In his work: are bound to decline* by the same token his
satisfaction in It will decrease.
It is well to recognize at the very beginning that
unsatisfactory conditions are to be found in any undertak-
ing, no matter how well it is run and no matter how up-to-
date the work environment and mans ement policies may be.
Where any considerable group of human beings are intimately
thrown together, maladjustments are bound to arise, ft'ith
human frailty what it Is, misunderstanding, incompatibility,
unfriendly rivalry, jealousy and other shortcomings make
for the friction that destroys the esprit de corps of any
staff, it Is interesting to note, however, that the great
bulk of grievances seem to cluster around questions of
job evaluation, or position classification as it is called
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In public personnel administration.^
Military grievance procedure
The Siavy i-epartnent nee recognized the importance
of a *ood grievance procedure for morale in the military
and have laid the foundations for such a program in the
U. S. Navy Regulations, 19J4b # Article 12ip^-l which reads
as follows:
^
The right of any person in the fciaval Service
to communicate with the commanding officer
at a proper time and a proper ^lace is not
to be denied or restricted.
Krom this authority originates the "request Mast" procedure
by which the enlisted man submits a written request for
audience with the Commanding officer. This request. is
channelled from level to level in the line organisation
until it reaches the level on which it can be solved. In
most cases, authority for solution lies within the Com-
manding Officer solely.
Civil Service grievance procedure
Civil Service grievance procedure is relatively new,
having been given Its impetus by President Koosevelt**
significant executive Order of June 2l± t 19^8, which gave
n John M. Pfiffner, i'he Sup r vis ion of aonael,
P. Sol*.
J.s. Navy Regulations, 19*46. Article 121&-1.
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attention to the importance of o rievance procedures
in their relation to employee morale. This order Instruct-
ed the personnel directors of the several rederal Civil
iervice organisations to:
iiatablieh means for the hearing of griev-
ances of employees and present appropriate
recommendation for the settlement thereof
to the head of his department or establish-
ment.
This order gave impetus to the formulation of formal state-
ments regarding employee relations by a number of agencies
with provisions for the handling of grievances and appeals,
t'cvy Department Urlevance procedure
In order that the Navy Supply Officer may properly
operate in a grievance situation it is important that
the pertinent points in the Navy department grievance pro-
cedure be reviewed, it will be interesting to note that
the grievance procedure is handled primarily by the parallel
civilian organisation and the ftavy Supply Officer In his
Supervisory Capacity is excluded in written procedure, aow-
ever, in spite of this exclusion, he cannot escape Involve-
ment in grievance problems originating in his cognisant
department. In order to obtain the desired morale effect
In his employees, he must take an active interest in their
1
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rrievancea rather than lota their confidence t h the
perfunctory approval of the effort8 of hla civilian counter-
part. Ihia major area for morale Influence on the part of
the Officer supports a fundamental principle of military
leadership which haa been preaanted in previoua choptera
and that is: A leader who takes care of his men will be
reapected and will be taken care of by them.
v^fore we review the Mavy Department Grievance
procedure it ia necessary to uncerstand specifically what
those matters are that are handled by grievance procedure.
The procedure is established to handle a cor plaint, rais-
under8 tending, or Hgripe" of an employee that is personal
to himself. Matters involving appeals from classification,
action, performance ratings, are not handled through riev-
ance procedure since special means have been established
7
to handle appeals under these special types of action.
It is also important that Navy department policy
on handlinr grievances be made known and this policy Is
briefly outlined as follows!
a. It is expected, that wherever employees
work, conditions resulting In employee
dissatisfaction and resentment will arise.
b. The Navy Department stresses the importance
of adjusting grievances promptly.
c. The initiation of a grievance by an employes
should not case any derogatory reflection
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on either the em.loyce, the supervisor,
or management.
d. All employees are to be treated fairly
with freedom from restraint, coercion,
discrimination and reprisal In the
flllA| of grievances.
e. Discriminatory actions on the part of
supervisors against an employee who has
filed a grievance is considered a dis-
ciplinary offense.
Personnel grievance procedure will readily indicate that
there is a major dix* Terence between it and military griev-
ance procedure in that it does not stop with the Coasznanding
Officer but reaches the very top echelons in the .navy Lepart*
went itself. The first step In the procedure may be out-
lined as followss
a. Employee shall take matter up with
Immediate supervisor.
b. ; loyee may be represented by one
felloe employee,
c. Case may be presented orally or in
writing.
d. Supervisor *& decision must be made with-
in two working days.
If settlement is unsatisfactory, the aggrieved employee is
advised by his supervisor that he has the right to appeal
to the second stage in the procedure within three days of
decision, Tnis second stage involves the following steps:
a. Appeal must be submittec in writing to
senior civilian supervisor o£ department.
b. employee may few represented by no more
than two employees from his own work group.
:i : -O
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c. i.niployee may have reasonable amount of
witnesses who are familiar witn condltlona
concerning the grievance.
d. - enior ivilian aupervisor conducts hearing
keeping written record of same,
e. Leo is ion must be made by senior civilian
aupervisor within five workin days after
submlsai on to "second stage", I3asi» for
dec ia ion is to be included in written
notification to employee.
f. if rieci> ion favora employee, the immediate
supervisor ia notified to correct condition.
g. if decision ia against eivloyee, the
employee must be notified by senior
civilian supervisor that ae may appeal
to third atage within three working daya.
When the employee appeals to the third stage the following
eteps are taken:
a. Employee appeala in writing to Command! nr
Officer via senior civilian aupervisor.
b. Senior civilian supervisor prepares summary
of case and forwards it with all papers and
minutes to Coak?andinR Officer, via chain
of command.
c. Case is reviewed by cognizant executive
assistant.
d. If decision is favorable for employee,
the senior civilian aupervisor ia notified,
and he in turn takes necessary action to
correct the situation.
e. if decision ia unfavorable to employee,
all papers are forwarded to Commanding
icer who convenea the Field Grievance
Commit'.ee.
f. The rield Grievance A.visory Committee
reviewa all papers, conaucta hearing, and
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g. Commanding Officer makes decision and
notifies employee in writing within ten
wor*ln, days after the hearin has been
held*
If dissatisfied, che employee may appeal in *ritin?r to the
Under Secretary of the Navy, via Commanding vffleer, and
Chief, Bureau of Supplies and Accounts within ten working
days after receivinr decision. Luring the fourth and final
stage the following action takes place:
a. Employee fills out "appeal to fourth
stage".
b. All papers connected with the case are
forwarded by the Commanding officer and
are referred to the Navy l/ep&rtment
Grievance Appeal Board.
c. The roard may grant a hearin: if necessary.
d. Final decision is made by the Under Secretary
of Navy.
e. Employee is notified of final decision
by the Cosimandinr fficer.
While the foref-oinr procedure appears lengthy and
cumbersome it co pares favorably with the technical require-
ments for a gooa grievance program as put forth by Figors
and otyers. .furthermore, in spite of the fact that the
records indicate that in only rare instances do grievances
reach a fourth stipe, the procedure has an important purpose.
The importance of this machinery, however, lies not so much
in its frequent use as in the fact that it is made available
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by mana eraent "Just in case".
One can well see the Impact on morale tnat u , ood
grievance procedure properly administered will have on the
employee when he knows that he has an available line of
communication to the very top echelon of the ftavy that he
say uae whenever he has a grievance.
The Naval Officer's role in Havy Civil Per vlce Orlc -
ance Procedure
While the asvy Civil ^r ice grievance procedure
icates an elimination or the officer sna leaves the
handling of grievances to his civilian counterpart, this,
of necessity, cannot be. The i>levy Supply Officer must
take an active interest in the prlevances arising in his
department and make every effort to settle them at his
level. Accomplishment of this task indicates a degree
of confidence the employees have placed in their leader,
an evidence of ^ood morale.
In his grievance handling program the officer must
first of all make himself available to the employees.
An attitude of aloofness ao often pre* «jnt in officer-
civilian employee relationships blights a prievance handling
program from the very beginning.
Ihen a grievance is presented, the officer should
-O—
Mosher, Kingaley i Stahl, i- ublic Personnel Admin-
istration
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hear the complaint through* refraining from a a turning a
defensive attitude. Mi snoul'i be a calrr, interested listen-
er and refrain from male in omenta and oral reprimands.
ievanoes may settle themselves or vanish if the officer
can listen without a show of impatience and resentment.
If the foregoin,- tactics are used the officer will always
be thankful that he was calm and composed and that he
listeneu patiently if hia actions relative to the employee
are questioned during subsequent appeal procedure.
The officer concerned should refrain from hasty
action. It should wei^h the facts from all angles, attc
insr to place himself in the position of an outside observer
if there is. an element of passion or an^er Involved, de-
cision should be delayed durinr a period Ion enough to
permit "cool in? off M . Thus, every effort should be made
to avoid snap judgments, finally, the officer must be sure
of his authority in making a decision and this calls .for
a complete understanding as to his authority over civil
service personnel.
f-uaimary
In the foreroin paragraphs a grievance has been
defined as any discontent or dissatisfaction whether ex-
pressed or not, whether valid or not arising out of any-
thing connected with the company, which an employee thinks.
t
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believes, or feela it unfair, unjust or inequitable. The
legalistic aspect of the ance procedure has been ir-
plled and a rood solid piece of advice is offered to the
Kavy rupply Officer In th. t every grievance ah be
handled as if it would be appealed.
There has then been put forth a brief analysis of
military grievance procedure which is yet in its embryonic
growth stages, sto with tie coataanding officer. This
will not appear important to the average reader but it
represents a major change in military custom.
The four step ^avy civil service grievance procedure
has then been outline*) In detail together with the policy
for prompt handling of grievances. These steps meet all
the requirements of a good grievance proceuure and provide
a line of communication which will take a grievance to the
top executive level of the ^avy for settlement if neceasary.
The Importance of a good grievance procedure with its
resultant favorable effect on employee morale ia evident
in that the aggrieved person knows he has access to top
management for settlement of his problem should his need
arise.
A final paragraph establishes a role for -uhe Offi-
cer in Havy civil service grievance handlln program and
puts forth a helpful series of guides for assistance to




While the concept of "discipline" Is used in many
textbooks on personnel management, few writers make any
effort to define the word, Cuahman, however, defines
discipline as the force that develops within an Individual
and causes or tends to cause him to conform to rules, regu-
lations, and high standards of work behavior. 1 this defin-
ition is considered to be inadequate In that it merely
defines one aspect of discipline ID—nly known as self
discipline. Young further defines discipline as orderly
conduct, or the means of keeping order and g»o4 concuct
on the part of the workers. 2 Waster's L-ictionary defines
discipline as control gained by enforcing obedience to an
order, as in a scnool or the military; strict government,
as of a -roup for effective action.^
£*om the foregoing it becomes obvious that discip-
line mey be instituted by two distinct forces. The one
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the supervisor or the leader, end the other force develops
from within the Individual or the group. In order then to
enco: pass discipline in its broadest aspects a definition
has been formulated which can be us«d to cover all aspects
of discipline as followsj
isclpline is that force, either external
or internal, that causes individuals or
. oups of individuals to conform to rules,
regulations, und high standards of work
behaviour.
Positive and negative discipline
In order that all aspects of discipline may be cov-
ered in this chapter it Is necessary that the distinction
between positive anc negative discipline be considered.
This distinction has been concisely drawn In the Personnel
Handbook which states that positive discipline corrects
by show in.': the right way.**- In other words, positive dis-
cipline is constructive. It is a means of developing
morale, thereby heading off trouble before It starts. Hega«
tive discipline uses deterrent forces to secure the desired
action. This involves the application of some type of
penalty or punishment, thereby taklnr care of the trouble
after it occurs*
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recti ve discipline in the new concept of person-
nel administration has changed from that of domination
through fear to that of obta'n.1n r the best results by firm
considerate control. ^ Encouragement is given to the develop,
ment of the workers 1 self respect, initiative end Interest.
Effective discipline helps pet the Job done and develops
the respect of the worker for his supervisor. Kurthermore.
It develops the good will of the work jrroup and understand-
ing between the supervisor and his pPOttp which results in
better cooperation. There are many rules put forth as a
de for the maintaining of effective discipline but in
general they all require the supervisor to do the follow-
ing, 6
a. Promptly investigate the reports of laxity.
b. bxplaln rules fully.
c. rut special orders in writing.
d. Administer discipline to fullest
extent needed.
e. lototr* **tfte» why he is belnr. disciplined.
f. Be firm, decisive, direct.
g. Show no bias or favoritism.
h. be constantly aware of employee attitudes.












i. Act within 11ml ta of hia authority.
Llsclpline and lta relation to morale
The strong relationship of discipline to morale has
been recognized by many authorities. Mooney states that
the necaaaary elements of organized e/Mciency in the mili-
tary aphere is a aound doctrine. The efficient application
of auch a doctrine depends on diacipline. The Joint product
la morale.' Belief in cause, esprit de corpa, faith in
weapons and ability to use them, anc discipline apply equal-
ly to Officers and men. it can be summed up in the single
term: proup morale. Marx has further emphasized the Import*
ance of discipline as an influence on morale by stating
that even within the framework of democratic management,
the machinery of management has its place. As first aid
to treat the failures of leadership or of individual per-
formance, discipline may provide the starting oint for
constructive morale action,'
Beishline has drawn an interesting conclusion in
that disciplinary problems become less and leaa aa morale
arises, and, hence the amount of necessary supervision
7
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1b reduced, Yoder » ives a convtrte to this when he
state* that a generally low level of morale or a lack of
Interest In joba to which employee* are assigned gives
11
rise to numerous and serious disciplinary pro bless.
Bartlett states that one of the chief responsibil-
ities In supervision is tne enforcement ox' company regu-
lations. There are two contrasting procedures for ac-
complishing this objective -- the exercise of discipline
and the development of r.orale. The first say be briefly
defined as enforced obedience to external authority; the
second as obedience to external circumstances which has
IPits source of authority within the man or group.
la view of the many concepts of discipline and its
relation to morale It appears that the goal to be striven
for in any organisation is the gradual reduction in the
need for the use :»f rewards and penalties as a deans of
influencing behavior, and, at the same time. Baking every
effort to Iraprove morale so that self discipline becomes
the dominant force. The ultimate Li when, as Tead puts
it;
I group comes as rapidly as it will to
a condition of awareness of itself ss a
wor<in entity &nd Imposes by itself on
TO
Belshline, military Organization for national
Lefense. p. 2^0.
Yoder, Personnel Ivanareisent & Industrial Rela-
ons
. p. ^17.





itaelf those atanaarda of individual and
up behaviour wnicn It flnda necoaaary
to impose in the interest of pPOttfi effect-
iveness in carrying on lta work. 1^
negative Ijlaciplinary Action
5. lnce discipline, briefly, means the enforcement
of, or conformity to, rviles and regulations, disciplinary
action has to co with the handling of their breaches.
Thus, in order to complete the picture on dlacipline and
morale it ia necessary to consider the who, how, when, and
why of disciplinary action in order that the administration
of disciplinary action will not have a deteriorating ef-
fect on morale*
As to "who", Pfiffner states that the principal
responsibility for dealinr with deviant behaviour should
be lodc-ed in the line supervisor at the significant level
of 1?mediate supervision* ** This is further confirmed in
Naval Leadership, the book wherein the Naval Officer re-
ceives his primary training in leadership. Here it ia
stated that punishment, which is synonymous with discip-
linary action, is a responsibility inherent in the execu-
tion of the role of the leader, it cannot be evaded nor
can it be delegated without serious deterioration of the
u lead, i-lunan mature and aaanarement
, p. cJ2,










qualities form the basic structure of a successful
leader. * A^ain, we find the military and civilian auth-
orities in accord when I irorB and Myers state that the
delegation of this responsibility weakens the position of
the supervisor. Clearly, therefore, the employee's auper-
visor shoulc discipline him. All of the foregoing may
be adequately summed Of by NC£I U5 which states concisely
the ftavy Department policy Tor disciplinary action in the
case of civil service personnel in which the responsibility
is fixed directly on the supervisor. It is the policy
of the Navy Department that civilian and military super-
visors of employees be delegated appropriate responsibil-
ity for direction and discipline of employees under their
Jurisdiction, L>oth civilian and military supervisors are
selected for their position* because they possess qual-
ities of leadership necessary for personnel administration.
Consistent with the foregoing, employees generally will
receive Instructions or discipline only from or throurh
their line supervisors, civilian and military, employee*
who are guilty of delinquency or misconduct will be cor-
rected by or through their line supervisors to insure that
supervisors exercise maximum responsibility over their
ftaval Leadership
, p. 221.
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subordinates . «
It is obvious tnat the "why" in disciplinary action
Is to correct offending employees and to maintain discip-
line and morale among otner employees. This is adequately
covered in KCPI i^5.2-3a which states that disciplinary
action shall be taken solely for the purpose of correcting
offending employees and maintaining discipline and morale
amon^ other employees. Where this aim can be accomplished
throurh orally aamonishing the offenders, formal discip-
18Unary action should not be taken.
The "how" in disciplinary action has been put forth
by ^Ishline wno states that before administering a repri-
mand, the Commander must be certain of his facts and that
the person Is deserving of it. The morale of the organi-
zation can be seriously afflicted when a reprimand is given
to an innocent subordinate. V-,-orct of such errors spreads
rapidly throughout the organization and it takes a long
time to correct the resultant damage. It is also import-
ant that the Commander deliver the reprimand in an entirely
objective manner, he cannot permit himself to become
vindictive or inject personal animosity into the proceed-
19lngs. 7 Another word of advice is offered in the Personn<
«
flavy Civilian Personnel Instructions h,b»b
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ldbook which states that the supervisor mutt especially
maintain the application of proper human relations In dis-
20
cipllnary problems.
Davis has assembled a most Inclusive list of prin-
ciples for disciplinary action and It la considered by the
writer to be of great importance In tne guidance of those




1. t- Is cipllnary action should not be taken
unless a real necessity for it can be
shown.
2. Negative disciplinary action mu^t be just,
but sufficiently severe to meet the require-
ments of the situation. Inadequate dis-
ciplinary action weakens the force of the
particular policy, regulation, or directive.
fining morale cannot be built on weak dis-
ciplinary action.
3. decisions governing penalties or rewards
should be based on facts.
k* *M intent of the individual should be
considered In determining the nature and
degree of disciplinary action that are
proper
•
5. The reasons for disciplinary set ion should
be made clear. The statement of the reasons
for negative action should be accompanied
by an explanation of how it may be avoided
in the future.
6. A subordinate should not be required to
criticise his superior. ilia remarks should
be confined to statements of fact, rather
thao opinion, where tne latter is concerned.
uiee. Personnel ii and book, p. 955.
La vis, Lhe
--undagsentala of Top iianageaient, pp.
737-739.
.1 1 Ml
7. Disciplinary measures, ooth positive and
ne atlve, shoul applied by the lamediate
superior of tue inoi viaual affected. Other-
wise, the executive's leadership position
may be broken down.
8< Negative action should be taken privately
whenex'er possible,
9, The responsible executive should re sum*
a normal attitude toward the offending
individual after negative disciplinary
action has been taken and the individual
has paid the penalty assessed,
10, Consistency in disciplinary action is
necessary for consistent action in the
accomplishment of objectives, .Such con-
sistency eliminates feelings of favoritism
and unfairness . iroup morale may suffer
accordingly.
11, Megative disciplinary action should usually
not be applied to large groups, A large
dissident minority suggests that the
situation is due to an error of executive
leadership rather than of operative per-
formance,
A final word of caution is presented by &aier in that any
punishment that degrades or injures the ep;o is as likely
to create resentment as it is to inhibit the undesirable
act. -nere is no such thing as teaching men to have dis-
cipline for its ovn sake, it is always related to the
situation, and each situation must develop its own con-
trols,^*
The "when* of disciplinary action may be briefly
stated by savin*/, that disciplinary action should be
22—








initiated promptly after management learns of tue offense.
A brief corroboration of tnia may be ta<e> from i'ayol'a
writings lfl ie states that, "I.i order that control
may be effective it must operate within a reasonable tie*
and be followed up by rewards or penalties." ^ is is
the position taken by all persons writing on this aspect
of personnel work and it can be substantiated authoritative*
ly in any textbook on industrial psychology or personnel
management.
The "where" of disciplinary action can be stated
concisely from the principles of disciplinary sction pre-
viously stated by Davis, i.e., "Disciplinary action should
be taken in private whenever possible".
Positive Disciplinary Action
At the risk of undue length. It is considered of
value to look into the term positive disciplinary action,
or the making of awards and commendations as it is some-
times called. The fivinr of praise can constitute a very
stron factor in morale but the canpers involved are so
reat as to deter some from usin^ it at all. There are
those who will let down in their effort after praise, while
in other instances it will be regarded by fellow workers
35
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as an example of favoritism. Another deterrent ia the
occasional narcotic effect of praise, requiring evsr-
increasin^ doses to produce the desired response. > hile
praise la an incentive its dissemination is an art to be
practiced with akill.
Pfiffner has assembled some guides for use in the
positive disciplinary action procedure which are worthy
pj
of note and these are as follows: " ^
1. .raise should be fitted to the Individual:
thus some knowledge of how he will react is
required,
2. Consideration should be given to the r.anner
in which praise will affect the morale of
the other employees.
3. Often times indirect praise that reaches
an individual in a roundabout way is very
well received.
I*.. It Is often effective fron the standpoint
of rroup morale to praise the work rather
than the individual worker.
5. Praise that is too lavish may lose its
effectiveness.
6. fee sure that the worker who is being
praised believes that it Is deserved.
He should sense the supervisor's sincerity
and feel that the praise is not >iven for
an ulterior purpose.
In closing, attention is again invited to the im-
portanes of the substitution of morale for discipline
ao adequately put forth by Viteles. ^ Finally, to the
A'j" ' "
rflffner. The Supervision of rersonnel , op.
251-253.





exercicc of preventive therapy auvocatsed by Cn*r
w > states that the good supervisor constantly administers
>se little preventatives that keep both Individuals and
26
groups satisfied and active.
furarsry
In this analysis of discipline various aspects are
revealed. Lisci^llne may be applied by use of external
forces or it may originate from el thin the Individual as
an effect of good morale, discipline nay be further seg-
regate, into positive discipline, or the award of pr&lse
and conmendations having to do with constructive exertion
on the part of the leader; and negative morale havinr to
do with the application of penalties to secure the desired
action, Ihere is also included the relationship of dis-
cipline to raorale which is inverse In that as morale rises,
the need for external disciplinary action is lessened.
Disciplinary action procedures show that the "who"
should initiate such action is the immediate supervisor.
The "why" is put forth in statin-;? its purpose as that of
correcting offending employees and maintaining morale
MMftg other a&vloyeea. The "how" of disciplinary action
prescribes the application of proper human relations
^
rfiffner, ojj. olt ., p. 563.
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techniques Lioarj BAtte**. Efei ive
list oi principles taken frcuu i . . C • vis is i «d
•f extreme iE*portanc© anc thoulc be a part of the knowlt I
of all febose involvea in httn cisciplinary action,
"when" expresses the importance of taking disciplinary
action promptly in order that such action may be effective.
The "where" states chat such action should be taken in
Ivate wherever possible. A brief look Into the aspects
of positive disciplinary action provides sowe slides to a
siethod of application which she e of considerable
assistance to the Navy officer in a situation suggestion
the use thereof.
The poal to be strived for as indicated in this
chapter is the substitution of morale for discipline and






In a discussion of techniques for morale measure-
ment it is well to start with a word of caution which was
•narated as a result of the comment by Alexander I eihton
who said that the striking thinr about this new science of
human relations is not the vast areas of what Is unknown -«
which many are fond of emphasizing but the decree to which
what is known is not used. Heron recognizes this same
situation and confirms Lei,Alton's thoughts when he states
that we have not used what we have already learned throi
2
the various attitude and opinion polls. Any of the fol-
lowing techniques for measurement of morale will take
time and money to install and whether or not these tech-
niques are used ahoulti be determined by weighing the costs
against the degree to which management will use the re-
sults* In plain common sense talk -- the techniques must
produce a result that management will have confidence in
and use or they should be avoided.
While it may seem desirable to avoid discussion
of the complex ingredients that #o int© its composition.
A. Leighton, Management iiews. Jan. 2o, 19ij.9.
Asterlean Management Association, Hew Yor'~, p. 5.
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there are certain measuraole Inoicea of morale and these
fall Into two broad categories. The first is the physical
measure of operating results such as product ion per man
hour, turnover, absenteeism, and safety records. The sec-
ond type of measurement attempts to get at the sentiments
and attitudes of employees toward the organization by means
of the opinion polling technique through use of the inter-
5
view or the questionnaire now so familiar to most people.
An analysis of production and other
records
Production standards, though frequently used as the
in test of morale* are in fact deceptive instruments of
diagnosis. While production is an evidence of ,-ood —gait
It is the resultant of many variables. Low production is
the sign of many ills or complications, but a complete
diagnosis may require scrutinizing of the total environ-
ment of the rroup. Effective therapy as a rule involves
correction of the modes of organisation and of the exercise
of authority by the supervisor and the manager, only such
correction mm) release the creative potential of the group.
The difficulty here lies in the fact that these standards
have been characteristically established by statistical
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average*, by t: e pace-setter In the group, by "time
studies," or by tne standard of maximum profits,
are not the standards which increase morale, standards
useful to morale are those whose lo^ic and reasonableness
appeal to the group -- those which have been set by the
process of participation and agreement within the group.
'tandards arrive at in any other way invite cabotage of
quality if not of quantity of performance.^
Labor turnover is a fair index of labor unrest, or
morale, pa. ticularly during a period of labor shortage.
It may be a fair means of comperln oup attitudes as
between similar groups even during normal periods of
business activity. However, labor turnover may not reveal
anything but intolerable conditions during depressions,
for workers will hold onto their jobs under such conditions
even though they may be greatly dissatisfied, and a poor
morale condition which exists may not be apparent.
An analysis of complaints or grievances may give
some measure of group morale but care must be exercised
not to analyze them on purely a numerical basis witnout
regard to external factors. or instance, just before
an election of officers in a union an excessive number
of grievances may be filed. I >-ch a situation may be indi-
j.
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cative of some strife within a group but it ie a poor index
of the morale of the workers in relation to the organiza-
tion as a whole.
tceesive absenteeism or tardiness may also serve
•a an index of general .cific conditions, particularly
where certain departments have an especially unfavorable
record. Othor data such as amount of waste, seconds, loss
of time waiting for work, etc., ssa, bo analysed and Inter-
preted in terras of causal relationships, a part of which
may reflect morale conditions. This type of analysis at
best is difficult and is not always a reliable index of
morale. It may show managerial deficiencies that are not
directly interpretable in terms of morale unless employees
are penalised because of them.-*
om the forcein - we can see the hassrda involved
in us inn this type of study and it can readily be rec"
nlzed that the interprc tit ions by management in such stud-
ies may be prejudiced selfishly in favor of its own acts.
The shortcomings of this approach to the measurement of
morale are apparently recognised in many industries who
now use them as causal indioes to measure the errors of
management rather than a measure of employee morale.
While the foregoing Indexes of productive efficiency may
_
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have their weaknesses, they are not to be discounted
iuicicly. There ere many clues to be found in this area.
If looked at objectively by the supervisor, the human
facts that determine these figures may be quite revealin .
Taken alone the rate of productive efficiency is obviously
not a sufficient index of employee morale but used in con-
junction with other indexes and can well be of crest ' -
...>ortance.
Atti tude Purveys
Attitude surveys usually tare ^ne of two fortes.
Cn the one side we have the directed interview, the written
questionnaire, both designed to extract specific facts
from the employee. On the other side we have the non-
directive interview or employee counseling which seeks to
provide for psychologies! adjustment of the workers. A
point that is considered appropriate here is that worker
Interviewing plans are not in and of theirselves the remedy
for low morale. The aim of such plans must be clearly
kept in mind — move effective work through better worker
morale brought about by rore understanding supervision.
Furthermore, a morale survey, the exit interview, or any
other barometer of employee feeling, is of little practical
value unless it succeeds in identifying factors that
effect employee morale and >oints the way toward changes
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that may be instituted by the leader to improve morale.
interviewing technique
As a result of lonr and concentrated efforts In
interviewing. Roe trills uerper and Dickson have formulated
a technique for the process. These techniques have been
declared to be the basis for | ooo human relations and haw
7
been reduced to five rules as follows:
1« ...the supervisor anould listen
patiently to what his subordinate
has to say tc fore making any comment
nim: tlf . . • •
2. ...the supervisor should refrain from
hasty disapprobation of his subordinate 1 *
conduct.
J. ...the supervisor should not argue
with his subordinate.
if. ...the supervisor should not pay
exclusive attention to the manifest
content of the conversation.
5. ...the supervisor should listen, not
only to what a person wants to say
but also to what he does not want to
say or cannot say without assistance.
Tne Questionnaire
Let us first consiuer the use of questionnaires
which require written response to pi d questions and
g
Jb. L. Ghiselli, and C. • brown, iera onnel and
Industrial i sycholoay , i econd ed., :4cGraw- :ill, i»ew xork,
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are being increasingly used to measure attitudes, i main
advantage of the questionnaire Is in tivat it is simple to
administer, it nay be sent to the employee's home to be
filled out there, or may be given on '^om ;any time. ihey
may ask questions that car be answered: first, in yes-or-
no and true-or-false fashion; second, by choosing from a
group of several possible responses; and, third, by ranking
lists of items of varying degrees of favorableness. Ihey
may be limited to a few subjects or cover practically all
phases of employee relations.
Results from the questionnaire method can be obtain-
ed relatively cheaply and quickly. Questionnaires can be
given to lar^e roups of people within a short period of
time oy inexperienced help. Besponees can be secured
which are highly specific, are easily marker for tabulation
and yield satisfactory measures of attitudes,
ihe chief disadvantages of this method are the
same that apply to any questionnaire. Are the questions
constructed so that they really ask what the inquirer
wants to know? Will the one who answers the questions
interpret them as intended? &111 he give his real
thoughts? This question Is of greatest importance since
unless the answers are honestly riven, the results are
of no value. Are there leading questions? Is the ques-
tionnaire too lon^ and complicated? Is it useful for
.BWOf. '•«
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pr«8«nt purposes, even though it Is Impersonal?
Thus, the scale Is balanced In favor of the question-
naire method when the attitudes of large numbers of en*
: ^yeea are to be measured In relatively ah wrlodf of
tine. It Is assumed, of coarse, that the questionnaire
is skillfully constructed, administered, and evaluated,
else the results are of no value.
Let us no.* consider the various aspects of the inter-
view method. There are, in general, two broad approaches
to Interviewing; directive and non-directive. In the
former, the interviewer assumes alues and goals and tries
to direct the client toward them; In the latter, the
client or employee is induced to work out his own solutions
and values. V viorltative approach is older, while
modern trends are decidedly in the direction of laiaaez-
fairs nethodolotry* The directive systen assumes that
intellect, diagnosis nr\6 understanding leads the employee
to a corresponding attempt at self-correction. Its weak-
ness lies In ignoring the part played by emotions. Tha
technique is, by skillful interviewing and artful listen
bordering on psychoanalysla, to draw out of an individual
what is really innermost In hie feelin-s toward his work
situation and help him analyse for hlrotelf why he feels
as he does, however, like other approaches to problem*
8
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of human re ns, the non- I t;ive interview Is not *
cure-all and has considerable limitations. It is costly
and ,ime consuming end requires the use of trained inter-
viewers. It will only work when the employee can be •
couraged to talk freely. The immediate supervisor is repre-
senting authority and this status inhibits the tr^t flow of
tills catharsis type of interview.^ Another obstacle In
such a program is the disinclination of employ*** to ce
marked as problem cases. It is considered important that
the officer be made aware of this non-directive type of
interview technique flat* there are Instances when it can
be used with considerable success.
The ixlt Interview
Another technique for determining general employee
attituce toward the organisation and also feeling or
opinion with regard to specific practices, departments or
supervisors, is provided by the exit interview. The val e
of the exit interview may be quickly summarised la that
it helps to retain desirable employees and provides a
cheek on policies covering employment, placement, trainin
,
salaries, reasons for tern; inations in different departments,
effectiveness of grievance procedure, and other sources
9 Carl R. Rogers, Counseling a no psychotherapy,













An ex.ployee who is working in tne organisation le
often reluctant to express his true reelin. s. - ut the
c... 1 jyee who has terminated nis employment is usually quite
willing to say what he thinks about MM organization ana
management has little to lose (and often mucn to gain) by
10
listening to what he has to say. While any single employee
may mt ievanccs for which taere are no real bases in
plant practices, yet if appreciable nosier of >yeea
terminating their employment mention the same situations
or practices as unsatisfactory, it is usually safe to con-
clude there is real reason for their discontent, -nder
such circumstances, it in also a reasonable assumption that
employees still on the job are not entirely satisfied with
these prac ioes or policies. r-gy should t.ien be exerted
to correct these sit.. m which aro deterrents to ood
.ale.
Summary
is chapter invites attention at the wry beginning
to the fact that the appalling thing is that what is known
as a result of such techniques has not been used in many
instances*
Xo
J. Tiffin, Industrial rsycholo^y , .
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The categories* of mornle measurement are put forth
as, first; the physical measure of operatinr results, and
the hazard of using this category are put forth and emphas-
ized by statinr th«it the main difficult lies in that the
interpretation of such measures by management may be prej-
udiced selfishly In favor of its own acts. The second
category is the ooinlon polling technique. In this area the
differences between the directive and the non-directive
interview are pointed out. This is followed by a discussion
of the questionnaire pointing out the stren th ana weak-
ness of thia instrument.
The purpose of morale Measurement techniques which
may have been missed in the foregoing chapters, can be
stated in that it is the diagnostic tool of the leader in
order to lay the groundwork for improving morale. Those
involved in a program of interviewing may well review the
five rules of interviewing involved herein since they
•re not theory but the r< eult of long experience in such
a program.
As a final aspect the exit interview is analyzed
and the results of such interviews are considered of great
lmpcr tance since the results can indicate the preventive
therapy which must be prescribed in order to correct a
force effecting the morale of the organization.
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In order that the overall perspective of thia paper
may not be lost because of the detailed material presented
in the paat seven chapters, a short review of the material
covered is presented herewith.
The introductory chapter states the problem and
puts forth the objective of the paper which is to provide
the isavy supply uffieer with an understanding of the most
important factors which may affect the morale of civil
service personnel ana to provide a guide for him so that
he may operate within tnose areas to the best advantage
for all concernec. xhls involves a transition from the
authoritarian military approach to the democratic approach
which must be used for successful management of civil
service personnel II morale is to be maintained and the
management is to be effective. There is also presented
here the sources from which the officer gets his authority
over civil service personnel ana the limitations placed
n him. ihe purpose of this is to provide the officer
with the rules under which he raust op* rata and ,ielp him
keep within the limits of such authority.
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necessary guides for tnt understanding and meeting the
requirements of s.rooa personnel managamant and shows clearly
what Is required in the democratic situation. The purpose
of this chapter is to brin, the officer up to felM proper
level of understanding needed to operate in a duty calling
for the auperviaion of civilian personnel.
The third chapter defines morale as a "state of
mind" after analyzing several definitions of morale. The
growth in the recognition of the importance of employee
morale in private industry is traced briefly. An analysis
of the factors in morale reveals that these factors may
be anything and will vary with the situation, the effects
of f-ood morale are put forth since they provide a guide
for a quick evaluation of the status of employee morale
in any activity.
The fourth chapter discusses leadersnip and its
relation to morale and indicates tne leader as the primary
factor in influencing morale in either the democratic or
military situation. A distinction is drawn between demo-
cratic and military leadership so that the offleer may see
clearly the requirements of his new role in detocr^tic
leadership. There are also presented several techniques
which may be applied by the officer in order to maintain
and raise the morale of those he may supervise. The first
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success of the activity as concurrent with the benefits
the employee msy receive. Stated more briefly, whet's
good lor the organisation is also good for the employee,
3 technique calls for subtle approacu ana the results
cannot be expected in a short period of time. The second
technique calls for the encouragement of group participation
in work improvement anc a respect by the leaders for the
suggestions of the employees, rinally tne technique of
recognizing the employee as an individual Is put forth since
it has been proven ttiat the employee has higher morale
when he knows that someone, particularly his supervisor, has
an interest In his problems.
The fifth chapter covers grievances and their
effect on morale. The primary requirement of a good griev-
ance procedure is that it provides an avenue of communication
to top management for an employee with his grievance, /hile
the grievance may seldom reach this top level, the effect
on morale of such procedure lies in the fact that Vat em-
ployee knows the machinery is there "just in case" and that
it is properly supported st all levels of management. &svy
grievance procedure, restricted though it may be, is pre-
sented as evidence of the reco nition of the importance of
a grievance procedure to the morale of military personnel,
while civil service grievance proceuure does not provide









required to ta tot active interest ' I .grievances arising
in his department. Therefore, a series o dee is put
forth to provide a course of action for the officer in a
grievance situation.
c sixth chapter has to do with discipline and
disciplinary action and tneir relationships to morale. The
distinction is made between discipline externally adminis-
tered and tnat of self discipline arising from within the
individual which exhibits itsalf as an effect of good
morale. There is then drawn a distinction between positive
disciplinary action or the awarding of praise and commenda-
tions and negative disciplinary action calling for the
awarding of penalties and other punishment. There is also
stated here that as morale rises the need for disciplinary
action should decrease. There Js also put forth a set of
guides for administering each of these disciplinary action
programs,
nally, chapter seven outlines morale measurement
techniques briefly. These techniques are broken down into
two broad categories. Hit one category has to oo with
the analysis of the physical measure of operating results.
The hazards of using this technique aa an indicator of
employee morale have been indicated as well as the most
effective manner In which the results of such studies








polling technique*. Bm opinion polling technique has been
oroken down by method into the questionnaire una the inter-
view. Tne ad vantage* of the questionnaire are put forth
and the advantages of the directive, non-directive, and the
exit Interview are briefly stated. ,e difficulties with
these techniques appears to lie in the failure of management
to effectively utilize tneir results and in the misinter-
pretation of results cy using these techniques without
supervision of the program by properly trained personnel.
Principles
Ihe following principles have been put forth in the
preceding pages and represent the consensus of thought on
the part of writers in the field of personnel aana^oment
as to what are the mo^t important guides in a morals de-
velopment and maintenance program:
Leadership principles
1. A leader wno ta»ea care of his men will be
respected and taken care of by them.
2. The ends and p. rposes of society in their
direct relationships to the objectives of
the group must be placed before the employee
continually.
J. The most effective way of getting this.
done is through encouragln/ cooperative.
effort.
ij.. ^reduction increases and morale is higher
when the employee know* the leader is inter-









5. The beat method for dealing with informal
groups le to recognize their existence,
identify their leaders and use their services
to further the objectives of the organization.
grievance principles
1. Whether well or 111 founded, grievances under-
mine morale.
?. A grievance procedure HttSt provide a channel
of conanuni cation to top management and be
supported «it all levels If it is to be a
factor in morale improvement.
2. An employee must be made aware of the griev-
ance procedure and have confidence in it
before it will have any effect on morale.
discipline principles
1. Morale varies inversely witn discipline.
As morale rises the need for discipline
should decrease.
2. belf discipline is an effect of ;fOod morale.
Disciplinary action principles
1. Disciplinary action should not be taken
unless a real necessity for it can be shown.
2. Negative disciplinary action must be just,
but sufficiently severe to meet the require-
ments of the situation. Strong morale cannot
be built on week disciplinary action.
j>. Decisions governin penalties or rewards
should be based on facts.
]+. The intent of the individual ehoulu be
considered in de term is,in/ the nature and
degree of disciplinary action that is
proper.
5. The reasons for disciplinary action
should be made clear.








7. disciplinary measures, both positive and
negative, should be applied by the Immediate
superior of the individual affected,
. Negative action should be taken privately
whenever possible.
9, The responsible executive should resume a
normal attitude toward the offending in-
dividual after negative disciplinary action
has been taken am. the individual has paid
the penalty assessed.
10. Consistency in disciplinary action is ne -
essary for consistent action in the accomplish*
ment of the objectives.
11. Negative disciplinary action should usually
not be applied to large groups.
Morale measurement principles
1. The value of morale measurement techniques
should be in their ability to detect deter-
ioration of morale before it declines to a
dangerous level.
Conclusions
rotr. the data developed in this study the following
conclusions regarding the development and maintenance
of morale air one civil service employees at a major con-
tinental shore supply activity may be made:
1. Personnel management in a i*avy continental
shore supply activity is an aspect of management which is
concerned with the planning, organising, and controlling
the performance of those functions having to do with the












the work In- fore© so that the ml scion of the activity and
the personal objectives of the employees way be accomplish-
ed effectively and economically. The factor of morale i»
of major importance in this process,
2. It follow.*;, then, that the objectives of morale
development are concerned with the msximun utilization of
the human resources in the accomplishment of the mission
of the activity.
3. Ultimate responsibility for the morale status
of the employee lies with the leader.
l^.. Civil service employees are a vital component
of the Davy's total manpower resources and since they
compose the preater majority of the navy's work force
ashore, the development of morale should be foremost in
order that the forces afloat may receive the direct results
of -ood morale in higher productivity and greater efficiency
in support thereof.
5. The administration of discipline requires consid-
erable care and forethought if It can be expected to
positively influence morals.
6. Navy civil service grievance procedure cor pares
favorably with that of civilian industry. Howsver, a
thorough understanding of the mechanics thereof by the
supply officer is necessary in order that the procedure
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7. Morale measurement techniques are only justified
if they are administered by qualified personnel and the
results used.
... he «avy supply officer concerned with the admin-
istration of civil service personnel will find that a
transition is required from the authoritarian techniques
of military management to the democratic techniques of
civilian management.
Recommendations
Lm oraer to assist the ;;e.vy supply officer concerned
with the administration of civilian personnel to enjoy his
tour of chore duty and receive the cooperation of those he
may supervise, toe following recommendations are made:
1. That the supply officer recognize the fact that
a change in tactics is required in order to operate in a
democratic situation.
2. That the supply officer make every effort to
understand and meet the requirements for good personnel
management.
2. That the supply officer fully understand the
term "morale" and its effects on the employee.
]+. That the Uavy supply officer know, understand,
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merit as discussed In this paper.
S i'aat the supply officer familiarize himself
with As vy Civilian Personnel - ;i- tractions In order to
properly perform his supervisory Job within the limits of
his authority.
6. That the supply officer reco-yiize the rtance
of moral* in the organization.
7. That the supply officer realise that, of all
the resources at his command, the human element is the
most important and witaout its proper application the
objectives of the organisation cannot be obtained, ihere-
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